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This paper :leals with estimation of life expectancy used in survival analysis and competing risk 
study under the condition that the data are randomly censored by K independent censoring 
variables. The estimator constructed is based on a theorem due to Berman [2], and it involves an 
empirical distribution function which is related to the Kaplan-Meier estimate used in biometry. It 
is shown that the estimator, considered as a function of age, converges weakly to a Gaussian 
process. It is found that for the estimator to have finite limiting variance requires the assumption 
that the c,ensoring variables be stochastically larger than the “survival” random variable under 
investigation. 
I Survival function life expectancy competing risks estimator weak convergence Gaussian process stochastic integral 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a nonnegative random variable with a continuous c.d.f. F(x). Denote 
the survival function P[X > x] by S(x). Define 
ex = 
I 
m S(u)du/S(x) for x E [O,m). (I 1) . 
x 
In biometry, e, is called the life expectancy of an individual at age x. 
Estimation of e, under random censorship will be considered. Random censor- 
ship, in brief, means that X is not always completely observable but is restricted 
to the form X = min(&, . . ., YK) where Yl, . . ., YK are independent nonnegative 
‘( random variables. The model arises from many practical situations uch as medical 
follow-up studies, competing risks 171. As an example consider a competing risks 
study in which it is presumed that there are K risks of death competing for the life 
of an individual. Upon death, the age and cause of death are recorded (X, X = Y,). 
Based on these data one wishes to examine and predict the mortality pattern under 
the hypothetical conditions when certain risks of death are eliminated. 
Notations, and assumptions are stated in Sectior, 2. In Section 3 an estimator for 
life expectancy is constructed; the estimator is a function of an empirical distribu- 
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tion function which is related to. the KapJan-Meier ,e&hate [6],, Application. -of a 
theorem due to Berman 123 gives -an apparent. j@&at~~ti of tli& seWion and 
consistency of the estimator. In Section 4 the estimator egarded z$s a fundtim .of 
age-is shown; to: converge, weak@$o,.a .Qaussian. p~oc,ess.fa~sa~pla~~i~~~tend~ to QQ. It
is ne&sary to iin@ose . the condition @tit, the cei’isor@g v~a$i@h$ ‘are #o&a&i 
caUy lakger than the variable under consideration to ,ensure a @ite lit@ti,ng 
variance. 
2. N@atiolrs apd /aqsumptiotis 
Let I$ i’= i , . . ., K be K independent nonnegative. random variables with 
continuous distributions. .‘Let 
,X = min(Y,, . . ., YK). (2 1) . 
For i = 1,2,. .l, K denote 
E(y)=& sy], S(y)=l-F,(y), 
G,(x)=P[x~.x= yi], M,(X)=‘/‘ Si(v)dv. 
* 
Let 
F(x)=P[x~x!=t Gi(x), S(x) = 1- F(x), (2 2) . 
i=l 
I(x) = 1 or 0 according, to x > 0 or 6 0. 
The observable sample consists of n pairs, 
(xl, Xj = Y;,) = (age of death, cause of death) for i = 1, . . ., K, 
j = 1,. . l , R, (22.3) 
and the ordered Xi’s are XtIj c X& < l l . c X,,,. 
Let C be any subset of the risks from (1,. . ., K}, Fc (x) = IZiG= Gi (x) and 
SC (x) = 1 - Fc (x).Then the life expectancy at age n, dc,x, when the risk: in C are 
operating is defined by II 
ec,x = [S,(x)]-‘la Sc (v)dv (2 4) . ” 
for ml1 -x such that SC(x) = 0. 
Two special cases are when C F {I 9 . . ., K} and C = (i}, for any selected single 
risk i.. In thejresence of all risks,. the Iife expectancy e, is_(2i4).with SC &j replaced 
I \ 
by S(X) (&&&as&~ (&,l)).Sidiihrly for-C = {i),.‘repiac~ng- CT byk,i .in’..(2,4)~~~~~s..~~~, 
the life expectancy when th.e M risk is the only.!:one operating. 
A question frequently raised in biometry is wh&bsrx.zthe -: hmin&&n. ofrisk’s 
increases the life expectancy. The above formulation and the model yield thG 
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following result. Take two subsets C1 and Cz from (1,. . ., K} with C, C C2; it is 
apparent hat regardless of the joint distribution of the Y,‘s, 
Q?.O s ec,,og 
,The inequality need not hold for x > 0. However, the independence of the Y’s 
imdlies t.hat the life expectancy increases as the number of .-isks decreases, i.e., 
3. The estPmator & 
We will be concerned with ei, in (2.4) only (take C = (iI); the other cases ec,, may 
be treated in a completely parallel way. For ei,, we first need to estimate the survival 
function S(x) from the sample given in (2.3). For this purpose, Theorem 1 below 
due to Berman [2] is needed. 
Theorem 1. Let X, Si (y), Gi (x), S(x) be defined and satisfy the asslamptions in 
Section 2; then 
S(y)=exp ( - [ (S(u))-‘dGi (u)). (3 1) . 
for all y such that Si (y) > 0. 
Given a random sample X1,. . ., X,, from (2.3), we may estimate Si (x) by 
substituting S(V) and Gi (u) in (3.1) by their respective empirical distribution 
functions & (v) and Gin (t)) taken to be continuous from right. Namely, 
Sin (y) = exp ( - 1’ [Sm (u)]-ldGim (a)) I(Xt,,- y)* 
0 
(3 2) _ . 
It follows from the strong law of large numbers that 
Sti (y)+ Si (y) with probability one. (3 3) l 
The estimator Sin (y) in (3.2) appeared in papers by Aalen [l], Breslow and 
Crowley’[4], each from a different point of view and formulation. Nevertheless, we 
find Theorem 1 is readily applicable. Let S:“(y) be the Kaplan-Meier estimator of 
Si (y) [6]; it is shown in [4] that 
1< Sin (y)/Sk(y) < exp with probability one (3.4) 
for all 0 < y < X,,,; therefore Sin and ST” are asymptotically equivalent. Based on Sin 
in (3.2), ei, may be estimated by 
4x = [sin (x)]-'\~ Sin (Zl)dDI(Xtn)- x). (3 5) . 
x 
We shall prove that & converges weakly to a Gaussian process as rz --) 00, The 
‘E&D& 2. I,& Z,,(X)= n’~(&(X)- Si(X)). Let T (=‘a saiisfy[,ng S(T) > 0. Then 
Z&) for 0 < x < T converges in distribution to. a Gaussian @o&s Z(x) with 
EZ(x) = 0 and covariance function 
Y(& Y)’ S (x)S (Y)!‘ (S(v))-2dGi (V), XGY (4 1) . 0 
and 2 has a continuous sample path with probability one. 
The next lemma is essential for the application of the continuity theorem in 
Billingsley (Theorem 5.1, [3]). 
L~UIIIM 1. Let D[O, B] be the space of fundons on the interval [0, B] that are right 
continuous and have left hand jimits. Let d be the Skorohod metric on D [0, B] (see 
Chapter 3 in 131). Define a map 
H:D[O,B]+DlO,B] 
by having 
H(Z)(X)= Si (x)I’ Z(v)dv - Z(x)18 Si (v)dr 
* x 
for Z E. D[O, B]. Then H is a continuous map with respect to d. 
Proof. It suffices to note that the set of discontinuity points of 2 has Lebesgue 
measure zero. 
The limiting process of & involves the stochastic integral JIZ(v)dv where Z(v) 
is given in Theorem 2. The existence of Jx”Z(v)dv in quadratic mpan is rec‘uired to 
facilitate the calculation of limiting variance. The following lemma gives a sufficient 
condition for tlie integral to exist. 
Lemma 2. Fix an arbitrarily chosen integer i from the risk set (1,. . ., K}. Assume 
that Yi is bounded, 0 6 Yi s B, and is stochastically smaller than 
tin (YIP L l ‘7 Yi-1, Yi+I, . l l , YK). Let Z(v) be given in Theorem 2. Then $fZ<v)dv 
exists in q.m. and 
Var( I* Z(v)dv) = M?(X)!’ (S(U))-2dGi(u)+ \’ Mf(u)(S(u))-2dGi (u) 
x 
‘b 0 X 
where Mi (x) is &en in (2.2). 
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Pro&. Let y(s, t) be defined in (4.1). According to a proposition in Cramer and 
Leadbetter (eq. (5.3.4), p. 86, [S]), it suffices to show that 
Substituting (4.1) in (4.2), 1 
(4 2) . 
2 I 
B t 
I (I ’ (S(u)‘-“dGi (U))dMi (~)dMi (t) = x * 0 
+ 1’ (It dMi (s))(S(u))-‘dG, (u)]dM. (t) 
x U 
. 
= - M:(X) 
I 
* (S(t))-"dGi (t) + 2 Mf(x) ’ (S(t))-“dGi (t) 
0 I 0 
+21B M (t)( it (S(U))-2dGi (u))dMi (t) 
x x 
-2 IB (I’ M (u)(S(u))-‘dGi (a))dM (t) 
X x 





for x E [O, B). 
The first term in the last equality is finite. To show the second term is finite, we use 
the hypothesis that Yi is a stochastic minimum, i.e., 
S(u) = P[ yi > u, K > u for all l# i] 3 S:(u) 
. to bund the second term 
I 1’ MT(U)(S(u))-2dGi (U) s le S;‘(U)(Mi(u))‘(S(u))-‘dGi (U). (43 
x 0 
In t reducing 
pi (s) = 1’ (Si (U))-‘dE (u), 
0 
write ei” in terms of pi (s) 
e. = II4 
I 
oB-y exp(& (u) - pi (u..:+ v))dv. 
*. i 
(44 
Substituting (4.4) into the right side of (4.3), then 
(4.5) 
me &quzility-in (4;s) fqllows from the Schwartz inequality, an-d the 1st +WalitY is 
Iobtained f&m integration by parts: p, (w)+ m as u --, B, wW implies that 
exp(.-2Pi (U))dv (u)) = 0. 
Hence the result. 
q’bmWn 3. Let Yi satisfy the condition specified in Lemma 2. ?‘h’ 
me limiting process is Gauss& with mean zero and a covarianie fUM@ r(-T Y) 
giuen b) 
=k Y) = Si (x)-‘S, (y )“[ Si (x)Ss (y)E (I=’ IYM Z(u)Z(v)dudu) 
+ E(Z(X)Z(y ))I’ Si (U)dUjyE Si (u)du 
-Sicx)(jy’ S*(yWY)E(z(Y)J: z(uPo) 
-Si(Y)(\zB Si(v)dv)E(Z(X~~Z(u)du)!, X ay. 
(4.6) 
proof, Using (2.4) and (3.9, write ofi- (x < Xcnr}, 
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n”’ [(Sin (X))-l/xB (Si" (V)dU - 
= n’“(Si” (x)S, (x))-’ [ S1 (x)1* (sin (v)- S (v))dv 
x 
-(sin(x)- S (x))J’ S (u)dv] 
x 
The theorem then f&ows from Theorem 2 and Theorem ‘5.1 in [3] which is 
applicable because of Lemma 1. According to Lemma 2, Jy Z(v)dv exists in q.m., 
the explid: form of f (x, y ) may bekaluated by an interchange of expectation with 
-integral signs. 
Remark. B is assumed to be finite; we are not able to prove Lemma 1 when 13 is 
infinite. 
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